
G22.3033-003 Introdution to Cryptography November 5th, 2001Leture 9Leturer: Yevgeniy Dodis Sribe: Antonio NiolosiLast time we de�ned what we mean by Seret Key Enryption sheme (SKE) and weintrodued two related notions of seurity. Then, we showed how PRGs may be used toonstrut stateful SKE IND-seure against CPA. The problem with that solution was thatthe state overlaps with the seret key (atually, they are the same information), so that inase the synhronization is temporarily lost, it is not possible for the two parties involvedto exhange their own states on the lear, in order to regain synhronization.To takle this issue, we mentioned two reasonable ways out: either having the statebeing just a simple ounter, or having no state at all, and adding randomization to theenryption algorithm.But how eÆiently an these two onstrutions be ahieved? To answer this question,in this leture we introdue the onept of Pseudo Random Funtion Family (PRF), a reallystrong ryptographi primitive with several interesting properties. Afterwards, we presenta very important appliation of PRFs, namely a new argument tehnique whih allows us toseparate the disussion of eÆieny issues from the analysis of the seurity of the system.1 Pseudo Random Funtion Family1.1 IntrodutionWhen we introdued Pseudo Random Generators, we saw that they are \eÆient strethersof randomness": given a truly random k-bit string, a PRG outputs a muh longer (butpolynomial in k) stream of bits that \looks random" with respet to any real (i.e. PPT)algorithm. Now we want to go further, and try to answer the question: an we do better?In other words, an we extrat an exponential amount of pseudo random bits from a k-bitlong seed?Stated this way, this question does not really make sense, sine it is impossible to evenwrite down suh a sequene eÆiently. Anyway, we may want to know whether we anget an impliit representation of an exponential number of bits. One well-known lass ofexponentially long objets having \short" desriptions is that of omputable funtions, sinethe dimension of a mapping from f0; 1gl to f0; 1gL is 2l �L.After all, our question may be rephrased as:Can we use a k-bit long seed s to eÆiently sample a omputable funtion fsfrom the spae R(l(k); L(k)) of all possible funtions F : f0; 1gl(k) ! f0; 1gL(k),in an `almost-random' manner?
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1.2 De�nitionThe essene of the above question an be formalized by the following de�nition.De�nition 1 (Pseudo Random Funtion Family)A family F = hfs j s 2 f0; 1gkik2N is alled a family of (l(k); L(k)) Pseudo RandomFuntions if:� 8k 2 N;8s 2 f0; 1gk ; fs : f0; 1gl(k) ! f0; 1gL(k);� 8k 2 N;8s 2 f0; 1gk ; fs is polynomial time omputable;� F is pseudo random: 8 PPT A��Pr[Afs(1k) = 1 j s R f0; 1gk ℄� Pr[AF (1k) = 1 j F  R R(l(k); L(k))℄�� � negl(k)In other words, for a family F to be pseudo random, it is not required for its generielement fs to be indistinguishable from a funtion F drawn at random from R(l(k); L(k));rather, the behavior of any PPT adversary A whih is given orale aess to the funtionfs must be indistinguishable from the behavior of the same adversary when given oraleaess to a funtion F : 8 PPT A Afs � AFTo put this yet in another way, imagine there are two distint worlds: in the �rst worldthe adversary A queries a funtion hosen from the family F , while in the seond world theadversary's queries are answered by a truly random funtion F . Here by \truly randomfuntion" we mean a blak box whih outputs a fresh random value on eah invoation,exept that it is onsistent, i.e. if queried twie on the same value, it always returns thesame output. Now we say that F is a good family of PRFs if, although the outputs given byfs are learly orrelated while F 's answers are ompletely independent, the behavior of theadversary is essentially the same, so that it is not possible to tell these two worlds apart.Comments.Observe that this is a very strong requirement: how is it possible that no eÆient adversaryan realize whether it has been interating with a funtion fs that uses only k bits ofrandomness or with a funtion F that onsist of 2l(k) �L(k) random bits? A partial answeris that the adversary an only make polynomially many queries, and thus it doesn't haveenough time to infer \whih worlds it is in".1.3 PRFs vs PRGsOur initial intent was to generalize the notion of PRG: this is indeed the ase, sine itatually turns out that PRGs an be viewed as a partiular instantiation of PRFs.In the ase of a PRF, the adversary is given orale aess to the hosen funtion fs; inthe ase of a PRG, sine the output of a generator G is just polynomially long (say k), theadversary an be given the entire string G(s).Anyway, it is trivial to simulate the knowledge of the string G(s) using orale aess toa funtion fs: the adversary may ask whih bit it wants to know (speifying its position),L9-2



and the orale replies with the value of that bit. Sine the position of one bit in a k longstring an be determined using  log k bits, and the answer is always one bit long, PRGsmay be thought as PRFs where l(k) =  log k and L(k) = 1.Therefore, for l(k) = O(log k), PRFs degenerate to PRGs; to ensure a gain in power withrespet to PRGs, we have to enfore the non-triviality ondition: l(k) = !(log k).Notie that there is no suh lower bound for the value L(k), sine any family F of PRFswith L(k) = 1 an be easily extended to a family F 0 with L(k) = k; for eah fs 2 F ,inlude in F 0 the funtion f 0s : f0; 1gl(k)� log k ! f0; 1gk de�ned as follow:f 0s(x0) = fs(  log kz }| {0 : : : 0 x0) Æ fs(  log kz }| {0 : : : 1 x0) Æ : : : Æ fs(  log kz }| {1 : : : 1 x0)| {z }k bits2 A general onstrution for PRFsOne we have de�ned the notion of PRF family, we look at the problem of building suh afamily, and of the minimal assumption for the onstrution to go through. Surprisingly, itturns out that the existene of PRG implies the existene of PRF, although the transforma-tion is too elaborated to be useful in pratie. This result is due to Goldreih, Goldwasserand Miali, and is therefore known as GGM onstrution.The GGM onstrution presents a loose resemblane to the tehnique used to obtainan IND-CPA seure stateful SKE sheme from any length-doubling PRG G. Reall from theprevious leture that to this aim we denote by G0(x) and G1(x) respetively the �rst andthe seond halves of the output of G(x):G : f0; 1gk ! f0; 1g2k G0; G1 : f0; 1gk ! f0; 1gkG(x) := G0(x) ÆG1(x)To enrypt the �rst message, we apply G to the shared key s0 and set the new state s1to be G0(s0), while masquerading the message with the pad p1 = G1(s0). The next time amessage must be enrypted, the generator G will be applied to the new state s1, yieldings2 = G0(s1) and p2 = G1(s1). We an think of the whole proess as the onstrution ofan unbalaned binary tree (skethed in �gure 1), in whih we always go down to the left:the problem with this approah is that to have n leaves, we have to onstrut a tree withheight n.
Figure 1: The unbalaned binary tree in the stateful SKE onstrution.L9-3



Clearly, it would be muh more eÆient to onstrut a omplete binary tree, sine thiswould give 2n leaves on a tree of height n. To do so, for eah �xed s 2 f0; 1gk we de�neGx(s) through the following reursion:G"(s) = sG0Æ�x(s) = G�x(G0(s))G1Æ�x(s) = G�x(G1(s))
Figure 2: The omplete binary tree in the GGM onstrution.But how does this onstrution relate to Pseudo Random Funtions? To sample afuntion fs : f0; 1gl(k) ! f0; 1gk given a random seed s 2 f0; 1gk , de�ne fs(x) = Gx(s). Inthis way, eah input x identi�es a path in the omplete binary tree having s as root, andthe output of the funtion fs is the value assoiated to the leaf down suh path. Aordingto the de�nition of Gx(s), to ompute the funtion fs on a single input it is neessary toevaluate the generator G l(k) times, whih is still polynomial, although not very eÆient.It is not obvious that the above onstrution de�nes a family F of PRFs: we are extrat-ing 2l(k) di�erent values out of one single truly random string! Still, no eÆient adversarybears a (signi�antly) di�erent behavior whether it interats with this funtion or with agenuine random funtion (i.e. a funtion in whih the 2l(k) \leaves" are all random values).This laim is proved in the following theorem, whih makes an extensive use of the hybridargument.Theorem 2 (Goldreih-Goldwasser-Miali)The family F = hfs j s 2 f0; 1gkik2N where fs(x) = Gx(s) (as explained above) is a familyof (l(k); k) Pseudo Random Funtions.Proof: To prove this theorem we want to use the hybrid argument: anyway, in this asethe situation is a little di�erent from what we have seen so far, sine what we want to proveis not that a single pair of objets are omputationally indistinguishable (like in G(s) � R),but rather that an in�nity of related pair of objets are indistinguishable from eah other:8 PPT A Afs � AFAordingly, to apply the hybrid argument, we need to �nd a sequene of oralesT0 : : : Tpoly(k) suh that fs � T0; F � Tpoly(k), and for all the intermediate orale it holdsthat: 8 PPT A ATi � ATi+1L9-4



Let's start de�ning the appropriate sequene of orales. Observe that both fs and Fare queried from the adversary A about the value (in some spei� point) of the funtionthey \represent". As a onsequene, we an think of those orales as a set of 2l(k) nodes,eah ontaining the value of the funtion in one of the possible inputs.In the ase of fs, this nodes an in turn be thought as the leaves of a omplete binarytree of height l(k), whose root ontains the seed s: this is the tree we talked about whendisussing the onstrution of the funtion fs from the PRG G(x) = G0(x) ÆG1(x). We anthink in a similar way also about the orale F , even if in the ase the \tree struture" isnot inherent to its onstrution: all the nodes in the tree are \empty" nodes, exept for theleaves, whih ontain all the random values of the F .Stated this way, it is easier to �gure out a possible way to \smoothly hange" the oralefs into the orale F : instead of having randomness only in the root, and omputing all therest of the tree (and in partiularly the leaves, using the PRG G (as in fs); or having all therandomness in the leaves, so that nothing is to be omputed pseudorandomly (as in F ), wean de�ne the intermediate orale Ti to have an empty tree struture from level 0 to leveli� 1, all nodes at level i ontaining truly random values, and the rest of the tree from leveli + 1 to level l(k) (where we �nd the leaves, i.e. the values returned by this orale) beingalulated via suessive appliations of the pseudo random generator G.
Figure 3: The sequene of orales used in the �rst hybrid argument.In this way we have onstruted polynomially many intermediate orales: in partiularfs � T0, sine the randomness is only at level 0 (i.e. the root), and all the rest is omputedthrough appliations of G; in addition, F = Tl(k), sine all the struture above the level l(k)(i.e. the last level of the tree), is empty, and the randomness is ontained diretly in theleaves (see �gure 3). Therefore, by the hybrid argument, we an redue the proof of thetheorem to proving that: 8 PPT A ATi � ATi+1To this aim, let us �x an arbitrary adversary A, and prove that ATi � ATi+1 : havingshown that, from the generality of suh adversary the above statement will hold true, andthus the proof of this theorem will follow.Sine A is a PPT algorithm, it an do at most a polynomial number of queries toits orale, say t = poly(k). In order to prove that the behavior of A with orale Ti isindistinguishable from the behavior of A with orale Ti+1, we want to use again the hybridargument: let's look at the orret sequene of intermediate orale to use.It would be tempting to onsider the sequene of orales Tij in whih the randomness isontained in the �rst j nodes at level i, and in the hildren (at level i+1) of the remainingnodes at level i (see �gure 4).
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Figure 4: A �rst (wrong) step towards the seond hybrid argument.Clearly the two extreme of suh sequene would be Ti and Ti+1, but how many interme-diate orales would result? At level i there are 2i nodes, and so when i approahes l(k) therewould be exponentially many intermediate orales, way too muh for the hybrid argumentto go through.How an we �nd a way out this situation? Reall that the adversary A queries its oraleat most t time; intuitively, the problem with the intermediate orales Tij was that theyindued a \too �ne" di�erentiation: sine A makes just t queries, having O(t) intermediateorales must suÆe.Aordingly, for j 2 [0::t℄, de�ne the intermediate orale Tij as follows: to answer eahof the �rst j queries posed by A, the orale Tij assoiates a random value to the unique nodeat level i that lies in the path from the root to the leaf ontaining the value requested by thequery, and then it omputes the requested value via l(k)� i appliations of the generator G(notie that up to now this is exatly the behavior born by the orale Ti). Beginning withthe (j + 1)st query, the orale Tij starts behaving like Tj: to respond to a request for thevalue assoiated with a ertain leaf, the orale piks a random value and puts it inside theanestor at level i + 1 of the leaf at hand; afterwards, it omputes (as usual) the desiredvalue through l(k) � i � 1 alls to the PRG G. There is a last tehniality to be added toompletely speify the orale Tij : it ats onsistently, i.e. if, while looking at the path fromthe root to the leaf assoiated to the value requested by A, the orale Tij �nds out that ananestor of that leaf has already been �led out (in answering a previous query), it uses thatanestor to ompute the value of the leaf, without adding any new randomness to the tree.Now this sequene is well-suited: it onsists of t+ 1 intermediate orales, and Ti � Ti0,while Ti+1 � Tit. To omplete this hybrid argument, it is left to prove that ATij � ATij+1 .But this is of ourse the ase, sine the only di�erene between the two orales is thatone answered A's (j + 1)st query putting a a random value z at level i (and thus �llingits left hild l and its right hild r with G0(z) and G1(z) respetively), while the otheranswered the same query putting two random values R1 and R2 respetively in l and r. IfA behaves di�erently in the two ases, it would imply that A is able to distinguish betweenG(z) := G0(z) Æ G1(z) and R1 Æ R2 � R, or, in other words, G(z) 6� R, ontraditingthe pseudorandomness of the generator G used in the GGM onstrution. It follows thatATij � ATij+1 , for any j, whih entails (by the hybrid argument) that ATi � ATi+1 . Fromthe arbitrariness of A, this holds true for any i, and �nally (again by the hybrid argument):8 PPT A Afs � AF
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Remark 3 This is by far the most intensive use of the hybrid argument we have seen: itis atually so intense that in the redution we lose an important fration of the advantage.This is beause, from the proof of the validity of the hybrid argument (see Leture 5), weknow that if the advantage in distinguishing two intermediate distributions is �, then theadvantage in distinguishing between the two initial distributions an inrease by a fatorequal to the number of intermediate elements. Therefore, in our ase, we are losing a fatorof t � l(k) in omparison with the advantage in breaking the initial PRG.3 PRFs in pratieThe GGM onstrution is very interesting: it features an original appliation of the hybridargument and it demonstrates the use of omplete binary trees to build omplex primitivesout of known, more basi ones. Anyway, the struture of the redution is suh that theonstrution loses both in eÆieny and in seurity with respet to the underling \buildingblok", namely the pseudo random generator G.For these reasons, PRFs to be used in pratie annot be obtained in this way: a moreonrete, number-theoreti onstrution is needed. Below we present one of the best-to-date pratial (and yet provable!) onstrution, due to Naor-Reingold, whih is based onthe DDH assumption.The onstrution works in the group G = QRp of quadrati residues modulo p, where pis a strong prime (i.e. it is of the form p = 2q + 1, for some prime q.) In this setting, theDDH assumption an be stated as:hg; ga; gb; gabi � hg; ga; gb; giwhere g is a random generator of G and a; b;  are hosen uniformly at random in Zq.For a given hoie of the (publi) parameters p; q; g, the Naor-Reingold pseudo randomfuntion family is NR = hNRp;g;a0;a1;:::;ak j a0; a1; : : : ; ak  R Zqik2N , where eah funtionNRp;g;a0;a1;:::;ak : f0; 1gk ! G is de�ned as follows:NRp;g;a0;a1;:::;ak(x1; : : : ; xk) = (ga0)Qi2S(x) ai where S(x) = fi � 1 j xi = 1gIn other words, the input x = x1; : : : ; xk is onsidered bit by bit and, for eah xi equalto 1, the orresponding value ai is inluded in the modular exponentiation. The advantageof suh de�nition is that the value of the funtion on a partiular point an be omputedwith O(k) multipliations: we an ompute the exponent � = a0Qi2S(x) ai mod q with atmost k multipliations, and then ompute g� mod p with at most 2k multipliations (usingthe \Square & Multiply" algorithm.)The NR onstrution for PRFs an be though as a partiular instantiation of theomplete binary tree tehnique seen in the GGM onstrution, where the PRG used isGp;q;g;ga(gb) := G00(gb) Æ G01(gb) = hgb; gabi. However, in some sense, the solution proposedby Naor Reingold also generalizes the previous onstrution, sine a di�erent exponent aiis onsidered at eah level of the tree, while in the standard GGM the same PRG is used atall levels. This is showed in �gure 5. L9-7



Figure 5: The omplete binary tree in the NR onstrution.The proof of seurity of this PRF family bears a lose resemblane to the proof ofthe previous theorem; onsequently, we state the result without expliitly inluding thesupportive argument.Theorem 4 (Naor Reingold)Under the DDH assumption, the family NR = hNRp;g;a0;a1;:::;ak j a0; a1; : : : ; ak  R Zqik2Nis a PRF family.4 AppliationsPseudo Random Funtions are a very powerful ryptographi tool: their key property(namely, no eÆient algorithm substantially hanges its behavior whether it interats witha pseudo random funtion or a truly random one) is so strong that we an do a lot of thingsout of them. Let's look at some appliation.4.1 Identify Friend or FoeThe problem of identifying friend or foe (IFF) onsists in deiding, in a dynami setting,whether you are faing an enemy or an ally. Consider an air battle between two partiesA and B, in whih all the planes belonging to the same air fore share a seret value, andlet i and j be respetively the seret assoiated with parties A and B. Before shooting apotential target, a warplane of party A hallenge the target with a random r: if the targetreply with fi(r), then it is identi�ed as a friend and it is not destroyed. In this senario, theadversary will not be able to reply orretly, sine even after seeing many pairs (r0; fi(r0)),he still has no lue of the value fi(r) for an unseen, random r. Moreover, sine this settingis dynami, the adversary has no time to mount a \man-in-the-middle" attak, forwardingthe hallenge to another warplane: indeed, the adversary itself annot distinguish its friendsfrom its enemies!4.2 The Random Funtion ModelThe most important appliation of Pseudo Random Funtions is that they enable a higherlevel tehnique to argue about seurity. Given a ryptographi sheme whih uses PRFs,to prove its seurity against an adversary, we onsider the hanes the adversary A has tobreak the system in the Random Funtion Model, where every pseudo random funtion fsis replaed with a truly random funtion F . What we gain from this transformation is thatL9-8



it is usually simpler to deal with seurity in the Random Funtion Model, sine one anmake use of Information-Theoreti onsiderations to show that the adversary's advantage(whatever it is de�ned to be) is negligible. Then, we an argue that A's advantage remainsnegligible even in the original sheme, beause otherwise we would have found an eÆientalgorithm (the adversary A) whose behavior is signi�antly di�erent whether it interatswith a PRF or a truly random one, ontraditing the de�nition of PRF.In brief, to argue about a ryptographi sheme that uses PRFs, we proeed as follows:1. we disuss its eÆieny in the PRF world;2. we prove the seurity (information-theoretially) in the Random Funtion Model;3. we onlude that the original system is also seure when using PRF, sine otherwisewe would ontradit the pseudo randomness of the PRF family.The only thing to are of is that in going from point 1 to point 2, it is allowed tosubstitute random funtions only in plae of pseudo random funtion fs whose seed s isnever shown to the adversary A, beause otherwise fs will not \look random" to A.This is a powerful tehnique, that allows us to quikly establish the seurity of omplexonstrutions: we disuss two examples in the following subsetions.4.3 Constrution of an IND-CPA-seure SKE with ounter as stateNow that we have developed the new tool of PRFs, it is a simple matter to de�ne a statefulSKE sheme IND-seure against hosen plaintext attak whih uses a simple ounter tomaintain the state. This sheme is known as CTR sheme.1. On input 1k, the key-generation algorithm G hooses a family F of PRFs, and setsthe publi key PK to be the desription of that partiular family (for example, in thease of the NR onstrution, this onsists of the hoie of the strong prime p = 2q+1along with a generator g of QRp.) Afterwards, G takes a random seed s 2 f0; 1gk andsets SK = s. Finally, G outputs (PK;SK;Mk), where Mk = f0; 1gL(k). The ounterfor both the enryption and deryption algorithm is initially set to 0.2. To enrypt a message m 2 Mk when the ounter is tr, the enryption algorithmEPK outputs the iphertext  = fs(tr)�m, and inrement its ounter tr.3. In order to derypt a iphertext , having ounter tr, the deryption algorithm Dompute m = fs(tr)� , and inrement the value of tr.In attaking this ryptosystem, the adversary Eve knows the PRF family F being used,the seurity parameter k and the urrent value of the ounter (sine she an easily keeptrak of all the iphertexts Alie has sent to Bob.) Nevertheless, all that she knows an beexpressed as the knowledge of polynomially many pairs of the form (r0; fs(r0)�m0) and thisdoes not help her to gain any advantage in guessing m from its enryption fs(tr)�m.It is possible to give a formal proof of the above laim using a standard redutionistargument; however, we prefer to use the higher level tehnique introdued in previoussetion, both to demonstrate the use of suh tehnique and beause the argument beomessimpler. L9-9



Theorem 5 The CTR sheme de�ned above is an IND-CPA-seure SKE.Proof: The CTR sheme is learly an SKE sine both the enryption and the deryp-tion algorithm an be eÆiently omputed (notie that fs is poly-time omputable by thede�nition of PRF family), and the orretness property is trivially ful�lled.Following the steps suggested in the previous subsetion, we argue about the seurity ofthis sheme in the Random Funtion Model. Sine the adversary does not know the seed sused in the pseudo random funtion fs, it is legitimate to replae this funtion with a trulyrandom funtion F within the Enryption and the Deryption algorithms:EF (m) : set:  F (tr)�m; tr tr+ 1output: DF () : set: m F (tr)� ; tr tr+ 1output: mIn the hosen plaintext attak, Eve, after having queried her enryption orale a numberof times, hooses a pair of messages m0 and m1 whose enryptions she believes to be ableto distinguish from eah other. One hallenged with the enryption  = F (tr)�mb, fora random b 2 f0; 1g, she an make polynomially more queries to the orale, and then shehas to deide whih message was enrypted. How likely is she to sueed? We laim thather probability of suess is exatly 1=2.To see why, notie that we are working in the Random Funtion Model, and thus thevalue F (tr) is ompletely random and independent from the values F (0); : : : ; F (tr� 1)omputed so far, and possibly known to Eve. Moreover, it is independent from all valuesused in subsequent queries made by Eve to her orale, sine the ounter onsists of l(k) bits,and so it would take 2l(k) queries for the ounter to overow and take again the same value.From the non-triviality ondition for PRF families, this is more than polynomial, and thusEve does not have enough time to wait until this happens. It follows that eah time she askthe orale to enrypt a message, she will get bak a iphertext  = F (tr0) �m0 whih isa ompletely random quantity (thanks to the randomness of F (tr0)), and thus she annotlearn anything from it. Therefore, the best she an do to guess the bit b is ipping a oin,and hene the CTR sheme is IND-CPA-seure in the Random Funtion Model.From the pseudorandomness of the family F we an now onlude that the original CTRsheme is IND-CPA-seure, sine otherwise Eve would have a di�erent behavior whetheraessing the orale fs or the random orale F , ontraditing the assumption that F is afamily if PRFs.Remark 6 Notie that the advantage of Eve in the Random Funtion Model is exatly 1=2,sine although she has aess to an orale, she annot learn anything from its responses, sothat she annot do anything better then guessing a bit at random. When we go from theRandom Funtion Model bak to the \real world", Eve gains at most the same negligibleadvantage possible in distinguish between the \two worlds", whih is known to be at mostnegligible from the pseudorandomness of the family F .
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4.4 Constrution of a stateless IND-CPA-seure SKEOne we have seen the CTR sheme, it is easy to modify it so that no state is requiredneither for enryption nor for deryption. Indeed, in the CTR SKE eah iphertext hasthe form F (tr) �m, and the legitimate reipient (Bob) is able to derypt it beause itmaintains his state in syn with Alie's state. What if the synhronization is lost? Thetwo parties an simply exhange their own states, sine this would be of no help for theattaker.But therefore, why do we need synhronization? Alie and Bob an simply exhangetheir states eah time, or, even better, they an avoid keeping state at all, by having theenryption algorithm hoose a new, fresh random value to be used as the \state" for theenryption at hand, and send it along with the \real" iphertext to Bob. This leads to thede�nition of the XOR sheme, inluded below.1. On input 1k, the key-generation algorithm G hooses a family F of PRFs, and setsthe publi key PK to be the desription of that partiular family (for example, in thease of the NR onstrution, this onsists of the hoie of the strong prime p = 2q+1along with a generator g of QRp.) Afterwards, G takes a random seed s 2 f0; 1gk andsets SK = s. Finally, G outputs (PK;SK;Mk), where Mk = f0; 1gL(k).2. To enrypt a message m 2Mk, the enryption algorithm EPK hooses a random valuer 2 f0; 1gk , ompute  = fs(r)�m and outputs the iphertext 0 = hr; i.3. In order to derypt a iphertext 0 = hr; i, the deryption algorithm D omputes the\pad" fs(r) and then the message m = fs(r)� .In mounting a hosen plaintext attak against this ryptosystem, the adversary Eveknows the PRF family F being used and the seurity parameter k, and she has aess to anenryption orale. To show that her probability of suess will anyway be at most negligible,again we an use Information-Theoreti arguments in the Random Funtion Model; beforeturning to the proof of seurity, we need a result from Elementary Probability Theory, theBirthday Paradox, whih an be exploited by Eve in the form of the Birthday Attak.Lemma 7 (Birthday Paradox)Choosing at random q values from a set of N >> q possible values, the probability of takingtwie the same value is approximately q22N .Proof: First, reall that for small value of x, it holds that e�x ' (1 � x). Then, weonsider the negation of the event we are interested in, i.e. \no repetitions hoosing q timesan element out of N ." This an be said as \the �rst element is arbitrary," \the seondelement di�ers from the �rst," \the third element di�ers from the �rst and the seond,"and so on, until we get to \the qth element di�ers from the �rst, the seond, . . . , and the(q � 1)st." Sine eah element is drawn from the set of N possible values independently,
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this probability an easily be evaluated as:Pr[\no repetitions hoosing q times an element out of N"℄ == 1 � �1� 1N � � �1� 2N � � : : : � �1� q � 1N � '' 1 � e� 1N � e� 2N � : : : � e� q�1N = e� 1N Pq�1i=1 i = e� q(q�1)2N ' 1� q(q � 1)2NGoing bak to the event we started from, we �nally get:Pr[\at least one repetition hoosing q times an element out of N"℄ == 1� Pr[\no repetitions hoosing q times an element out of N"℄ '' 1� �1� q(q � 1)2N � = q(q � 1)2N ' q22NWe are now ready to prove the seurity of the XOR sheme.Theorem 8 The XOR sheme de�ned above is an IND-CPA-seure SKE.Proof: The XOR sheme is learly an SKE sine both the enryption and the deryptionalgorithm an be eÆiently omputed; in addition, sine the value used to generate the padis sent to the intended reipient of the message, the orretness property is also satis�ed.More interesting is the disussion of seurity: again, we onsider the resiliene of theXOR sheme from a hosen plaintext attak, in the Random Funtion Model. Sine theadversary does not know the seed s used in the pseudo random funtion fs, it is legitimateto replae this funtion with a truly random funtion F within the Enryption and theDeryption algorithms, obtaining:EF (m) : set: r  R f0; 1gl(k);  F (r)�moutput: 0 = hr; iDF () : set: m F (r)� output: mSuppose that Eve has queried the orale a number of time, has hosen the pair ofmessages m0 andm1, and now she has been hallenged on the iphertext 0 = hr; F (r)�mbi,for a random b 2 f0; 1g. Sine r was hosen at random, and F is a genuine random funtion,F (r)�mb is also random (in other words, the pad F (r) ompletely hide the message mb.)Therefore, the only way for Eve to gain information about mb is to repeatedly query theorale on m0 and m1 in the hope that the randomness used by the orale in one of itsresponses is the same used in the enryption of mb, so that the response Eve gets bakequals the iphertext 0. What is the probability that this strategy (know as BirthdayAttak) sueed?To evaluate this probability, assume that during her attak (whih must be polynomialtime), Eve queries q(k) times the orale on the same message. Clearly, q(k) = poly(k) andL9-12



from the Birthday Paradox Lemma, we get that the probability that the same randomnessis used twie is O� q(k)22L(k)� = negl(k).Summarizing, using the Birthday Attak, Eve an improve her probability of guess-ing b only from 1=2 to 1=2 + q(k)22L(k) , and hene the XOR sheme is IND-CPA-seure in theRandom Funtion Model; from the pseudorandomness of the family F used in atual XORonstrution, we an �nally onlude that the original XOR sheme is IND-CPA-seure.Remark 9It is worth pointing out that in this ase, beause of the Birthday Attak, even in the RandomFuntion Model Eve has an advantage slightly better than guessing in breaking the CPA-seurity of the XOR sheme. Although this make no di�erene in an asymptoti sense(sine her advantage is anyway negligible), in pratie this an be an issue, sine it mayleads to the neessity of using bigger values for the seurity parameter k, thus worsening,in the long run, the eÆieny performane of the system.This onsideration shows that there is no simple answer to the third question we askedabout SKE shemes, namely whether it is better to have stateful or randomized enryptionshemes. Both the two approahes have their pro's and on's: the CTR sheme is a littlebit inonvenient due to the neessity of maintaining a state, while the XOR sheme, albeitstateless, may look unsatisfatory in terms of exat seurity, beause of its weakness againstthe Birthday Attak.
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